
100% Real Wood
Plankfloor

100% Solid  Hardwood Throughout

Contents: 5 Planks - Length 1200mm, Width 150mm
Coverage: 0.9 Square Metre (Approx. 10sq.ft)

•	 STORE HORIZONTALLY
•	 FIX IMMEDIATELY ON OPENING

Wear Layer 13mm (over 1/2“ - far higher than engineered/
semi-solid wood flooring and most laminate flooring).

NICOLINE 100% SOLID WOOD 
PLANKFLOORING is guaranteed for 

25 Years against complete wear.

EASY TO LAY

Directions: 
Please follow these instructions, even if 
you have previous experience of laying 
plankflooring.

CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. A size tolerance of +/-1% and some colour and grain variation 

should be allowed for. As natural timber matures areas of uneven 
colouring will gradually blend in together.

2. Due to limitation in printing and colour processes we advise to check 
actual finishing before completing the remainder of the floor for 
final colour appreciation.

3. Plankflooring is sold on a supply only basis and we are unable to 
accept liability for individual laying. Laying instructions are for 
general guidance only. Our liability is limited as we are not aware of 
every household circumstances in which our products are stored or 
laid with regard to shrinkage, expansion etc.

4. Product descriptions are correct at time of printing. Our policy, 
however, is one of continual development and we reserve the 
right to amend specifications and/or appearance without prior 
notification.

5. Natural timber floor may be affected by changes in room 
temperatures etc., it is recommended that there are no direct 
sources of heat applied and any changes in room temperature are 
made gradually.

6. Non observance of our pack instructions will invalidate any claim. 
Any alleged manufacturing defect must be notified to the retailer 
prior to fixing for our examination. In the event of a proven 
manufacturing defect the liability shall not exceed the price of 
the section purchased. No responsibility will be accepted for any 
additional or consequential costs or losses howsoever caused.

You will need:
1. Fine saw, hammer, measure
2. Nicoline plank adhesive for gluing along the tongue 

and groove edges
3. Cork expansion strips, perimeter mouldings if 

preferred and door threshold plates to secure 
adjoining carpets etc.

4. Spacers or wedges to allow gap between edges of 
Plankflooring and skirting boards/room perimeter

5. A tapping block to secure the joints of the 
plankflooring after gluing

6. Underlay insulation rolls to place underneath the 
plankflooring for sound absorption

NOTE 
Real Wood Plankflooring is a natural 
product, hygienic and easy to maintain. 
We recommend that you retain this label 
for further maintenance and aftercare 
information.

NO GLUING OR NAILING DIRECTLY TO SUBFLOOR.  This is a floating floor system that requires using 
glue to the tongue and groove sides.  Underlay is required to use on the subfloor prior to laying.

PREPARATION
1. The product is a floating floor (not to be glued or nailed down to 

the subfloor). Store the packs flat horizontally at all times.
2. Fix immediately after opening packs. Do not leave loose Planks 

open from their packs.
3. Remove the existing skirting boards (and replace after the plank-

floor has been laid and fixed) or leave spaces along the perimeter 
for expansion.

4. Check entrance doors will be able to open with the thickness of 
insulation rolls and plankfloor. If necessary, plane bottom edge 
of doors (see diagram 1, right).

5. Plankfloor is suitable for all rooms except bathrooms, laundry 
rooms and other high humidity areas. 

6. Proceed only in warm, dry conditions. Any other ‘wet trades’ eg. 
plastering, floor screeds etc., should be completed and ventilated 
a few weeks before beginning to lay your Plankflooring. 

MAINTENANCE & AFTERCARE
1. To maintain the floor, simply vacuum or wipe dry occasional 

spills with a damp cloth. Do not wet mop. Occasional polishing 
and the use of a recognised floor cleaner is recommended.

2. If occasional touching up is required, lightly sand the affected 
area and reapply with a similar sealer.

3. Cover high risk areas and entrances with a suitable doormat. Use 
soft protective pads under chair and table legs etc., and replace 
pads as necessary.

4. Protect the floor from strong sunlight by using curtains or blinds 
when necessary and avoiding very high temperatures.

5. The planks are ready sealed and no other varnishing is required.
6. Everyday dust and dirt are a floor’s worst enemy so it is essential  

to dust mop, vacuum or sweep regularly.
7. This product is scratch-resistant and not scratch-proof, so please 

follow the above information on a continual basis.

FIXING/LAYING
1. Loose-lay the Plankflooring first to check measurements, 

especially around pipes to be cut etc. Saw the planks varnished 
side up  and measure allowing for for tongue and groove joints 
(see diagram 2).

2. The subfloor must be dry, flat, smooth and level. There must be 
an effective Damp Proof Membrane and new concrete must be at 
least six months old.

3. Lay the insulation rolls over the existing subfloor surface which 
will act as a ‘sandwich’ with the Plankfloor (see diagram 3).

4. Glue inside of tongue and groove edge (see diagram 4). Remove 
any excess glue immediately with a damp cloth. Then place into 
position securely using a lightweight hammer and block, taking 
care not to damage the tongue and groove edges (see diagram 
5). The planks nearest to the border perimeter may need bracing 
into the next plank to maintain the clearance of the expansion 
gap (see diagram 6). (The planks are not glued or nailed to the 
surface of the subfloor underneath).

5. Lay at alternate staggered lengths (see digram 7).
6. Keep spacing blocks or wedges in position for several hours 

to allow tongue and groove adhesive to dry and harden for 
maximum bond strength (see diagram 8). 

7. Replace existing or fit new skirting boards to cover the expansion 
gap or fit with Cork Expansion Strips (see diagram 9). Fit a 
quadrant moulding over the expansion strip if preferred. 

8. Room temperature must be maintained at all times.
9. The Plankfloor will take foot traffic 24 hours after gluing and 

fixing.
10. It is a moving and floating floor and allowance should be 

made for expansion and contraction by leaving gaps around all 
perimeter borders, pipes, door thresholds etc. and lengths of 10 
metres or more will need expansion gaps.

11. A unique feature of the Plank is that joints are micro-bevelled.
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of Traditional Oak
Far superior to laminated melamine 
flooring and other wood flooring because...
•	 All natural timber hardwood (no MDF) 
•	 13mm (1/2”) thickness
•	 5 coats of semi-matt/satin lacquer for 

maximum durability - can be re-coated 
after a number of years if necessary

•	 25 Year Warranty against complete wear


